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FACULTY: DEPARTMENT/ COMMITTEE IQAC ACTIVITY No: SVC/2020-21/ SOCIO/NY/1

NAME OF THE ACTIVITY: Department Festival
DATE: 13th February
FACULTY
DEPARTMENT/COMMITTEE COORDINATOR NAME
2021
Dr. Nupurnima
Dr. Nupurnima Yadav
Fest 2021
Sociology
Yadav
Dr. Padma Priyadarshini
Dr. Padma
Priyadarshini
TIME

VENUE
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
Online
90
SUPPORT/ASSISTANCE: Department Association Fund

NATURE: Outdoor/Indoor
Indoor

BRIEF INFORMATION ABOUT THE ACTIVITY (CRITERION NO.-):
TOPIC/SUBJECT OF
THE ACTIVITY
OBJECTIVES

Department Fest

Collective conscience, is the set of shared beliefs, ideas, and moral
attitudes which operate as a unifying force within society. The festival
comprised of various events to conjure students creativity.
METHODOLOGY

The events comprised of the following events on respective themes.
Logo making competition- the title 'conscience collective’.
Meme-making competition- 'Life in 2020'
Photo-story competition- 'a day in new normal'
OUTCOMES
Logo Making Competition: The first position was awarded to Brinda
Loitongbam, and Tanushree Singh Balayan bagged the second position.
Meme- making competition ‘Alatunja of Memers’: Ramnaresh Dara bagged

the first position, and the second position was awarded to Prashasti
Sharma.
In the photo story competition ‘Shutter Up’ :
The first prize was given to Mimansa Tomar from Maitreyi College and
the second prize to Satish.
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PROOFS & DOCUMENTS ATTACHED (Tick mark the proofs attached):
Notice & Letters
Feedback analysis

IQAC Document No:
Departmental file no

NAME OF
TEACHER &
SIGNATURE

Student list of participation
News clip with details

Activity report
Certificate

Photos
Any other

Criterion No:

Feedback form

Metric No:

IQAC file No; SVC/2020-21/ SOCIO/NY/1

NAME OF HEAD/ COMMITTEE
INCHARGE & SIGNATURE

IQAC COORDINATOR (SEAL & SIGNATURE)

For Reference
Criterion I
Criterion II
Criterion III
Criterion IV

Curricular Aspects (planning & Implementation)

Teaching Learning & Evaluation
Research, Innovations & Extension
Learning Resources and Infrastructure

Criterion V
Criterion VI
Criterion VII

Student Support & Progression
Governance
Institutional Values & Best Practices

Summary

The conscience collective was a collective of everyone's efforts in the preparation,
performances, or competitions. Students from all over the country came together for this
department fest and presented it in the best possible way. During these uncertain times, it was
reassuring to see that life always finds a way no matter what happens. After the Department
President's cheerful welcome, the attendees enjoyed uplifting and melodious welcome song
presented by Aditi and Ayush. Following the welcome song, Padma ma’am took over the mic
and addressed the audience. She described how humans are social animals and cannot stay
isolated, they need the collective. She asks everyone to make this world a better collective
place and declares the fest as open. This was perfectly followed by the graceful fusion dance
performances by Dharini and Neha. The attendees also jammed to the delightful music
performances by Upasha and Kristy.
The logo making competition was about designing the best logo based on the title
'conscience collective'. The submissions conveyed the idea that an individual does not make
sense in isolation and that coming together is essential to society.
The memes were centred around relatable themes such as masks, online classes, lockdown
etc which is also known as the new normal. This competition was interesting as the new
generation is addicted with social media and memes are a huge part of it. Memes can not only
serve the purpose of being humorous but also convey useful messages throughthem.
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Photostory beautifully captured how the lockdown had impacted everyone physically and
mentally. However, there is a ray of hope that things will go back to normal and one will be
able to go out again. It also showed how the lockdown has made people lazy in their daily
life.
Prof. Subas Mohapatra Teacher In charge expressed his gratitude towards the members for
putting together such a great show and lauded the creativity and innovation. He also
confessed that he was sceptical about the online event being a success but was delighted
beyond words to see himself being proved wrong. Besides, other professors expressed their
awe and happiness for the Department for putting together this fantastic event. This was
followed by the prize distribution. The names of the winners (which are mentioned above)
were announced and they were congratulated for the win. Judges expressed how everyone put
their best efforts and the winners were applauded for their uniquethoughtfulness.
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